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Abstract 

Animal-borne data loggers (ABDLs) or “tags” are regularly used to elucidate animal ecology and physiology, but 

current literature highlights the need to assess associated deleterious impacts including increased resistive force 

to motion.  Previous studies have used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to estimate this impact, but many 

suffer limitations (e.g., inaccurate turbulence modeling, neglecting boundary layer transition, neglecting added 

mass effects, and analyzing the ABDL in isolation from the animal). 

A novel CFD-based method is presented  in which a “tag impact envelope” is defined utilizing simulations with 

and without transition modelling to define upper and lower drag limits , respectively, and added mass coefficients 

are found via simulations with sinusoidally varying inlet velocity, with modified Navier-Stokes conservation of 

momentum equations enforcing a shift to the animal’s noninertial reference frame.  The method generates 

coefficients for calculating total resistive force for any velocity and acceleration combinati on, and is validated 

against theory for a prolate spheroid.  An example case shows ABDL drag impact on a harp seal of 11.21% - 

16.24%, with negligible influence on added mass.  

By considering the effects of added mass and boundary layer transition, the approach presented is an 

enhancement to the CFD-based ABDL impact assessment methods previously applied by researchers. 
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Nomenclature 

a = Acceleration (m/s2) 

A = Ampl itude of s inusoidal velocity oscillation (m/s) 

Cd = Drag Coefficient 

Cd_u = Drag Coefficient of untagged animal based on untagged animal wetted area 

Cd_t = Drag Coefficient of tagged animal based on untagged animal wetted area 

Cm = Added Mass Coefficient 

Cm_u = Added Mass Coefficient of untagged animal 

Cm_t = Added Mass Coefficient of tagged animal 

f = Frequency of sinusoidal velocity oscillation (Hz) 

F = Tota l  resistive force OR Required Thrust Force (N) 

gx = Gravi tational acceleration vector in the x-direction (m/s2) 

m = Tota l  mass of animal (kg) 

V = Tota l volume of displaced water (m
3
) 

Re = Reynolds Number based on total animal length 

Rex = Loca l  Reynolds Number (based on distance along body measured from nose / leading edge) 

S = Untagged animal wetted area (m2) 

t = Time (seconds) 

uin = Instantaneous inlet velocity (m/s) 
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umean = Mean velocity (m/s) 

u = Velocity in x-direction (m/s) 

v = Velocity in y-direction (m/s) 

w = Velocity in z-direction (m/s) 

x = Cartes ian coordinate axis aligned with longitudinal axis of animal (m) 

y = Cartes ian coordinate axis perpendicular to longitudinal axis of animal in vertical direction (m) 

z = Cartes ian coordinate axis perpendicular to longitudinal axis of animal in horizontal direction (m) 

φ = Phase (Radians)  

ρ = Density of Seawater at 10oC (kg/m3) 

μ = Dynamic viscosity of seawater (Pa.s) 
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Introduction 

Externally mounted animal-borne data loggers (ABDLs  or ‘‘tags ’’) are utilized across a range of ecological disciplines to 

understand how animals exploi t their environment and also to guide conservation efforts (Fig. 1). Despite offering clear 

research benefi ts  (McMahon et al. 2007), i t has been shown that there can be a  signi ficant impact on the subject animal as 

a consequence of tag attachment (Wilson et al. 1986, Culik and Wilson 1991, Culik et al. 1994, Boyd et al. 1997, Ropert-

Coudert et al. 2007a, Bowlin et al. 2010, Saraux et al. 2011, Rosen et al. 2018). In the short term, energetic and behavioral 

changes  may occur (Chipman et al. 2007). In the long term, the effect of an increase in drag force, and the subsequent 

increase in the Cost of Transport (COT), have been identi fied as having potential population level effects on some tagged 

animals (Saraux et al. 2011). 

In the context of marine  animals, possible consequences of increased drag are al terations  in diving behavior and energetics 

(Ropert-Coudert et al. 2007b, Maresh et al. 2014). During periods  when an animal  cannot select slower swim speeds  to 

offset tag induced increases in drag, particularly during prey pursuit, power output must be increased (Wilson et al. 2002). 

For example Culik et al. (1993) found that tagged Adelie penguins  (Pygoscelis adeliae) increased power output by 24% over 

untagged animals. Increased power output may not be sustainable; into the medium and long term, subject animals may 

adjust their behavior to compensate for device effects . Hull (1997) observed changes in foraging trip duration, swim speed, 

and breeding behavior in li ttle penguins (Eudyptula minor), while Ropert-Coudert et al. (2007b) showed that tagged little 

penguins performed fewer foraging dives with more time spent at depth. Further, experimental work on rigid animal 

models  conducted by multiple authors (Bannasch et al. 1994, Watson and Granger 1998, Wilson et al. 2004, Todd Jones et 

al. 2013) demonstrates substantial, measurable increases in hydrodynamic drag.  

While studies employing ABDL allow researchers  otherwise unachievable levels  of insight into the behavior of free ranging 

animals , the utility of such devices  must be weighed against the ethical considerations  surrounding these deleterious 

impacts . While the number of s tudies employing tags has increased substantially over the preceding 2 – 3 decades 

(McMahon et al. 2011, Vandenabeele et al. 2011), the number of papers  aiming to identify and minimize ABDL impact has 

not (Vandenabeele et al. 2011). This is concerning and highlights the pressing need for more work in this area ( McIntyre 

2015). Aside from the obvious and important ethical considerations surrounding ABDL use, there is the practical problem 

of introducing biases into ABDL generated data sets. Addition of an ABDL may al ter the behavior being measured (Wilson 

and Vandenabeele 2012, Rosen et al. 2018); therefore, work to improve ABDL designs and reduce  device impact becomes 

of multifaceted significance.  
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Experimental methods to minimize the deleterious  tag impact have been presented by Bannasch et al. (1994), where 

incremental improvement of a  given tag design was made through a trial and error process . However, this  approach is  time 

consuming, costly, and resource intensive.  

It is also possible tha t a simple hydrodynamic drag increase measurement will not yield a truly representative snapshot of 

tag impact. The total resistive force (or perhaps more intuitively the thrust an animal must generate at any given time ), is a 

function of instantaneous speed, direction of motion and acceleration.  

Equation 1 (Vogel 1994) describes  the forces  opposing animal motion.  The naming convention given in Equation 1 for each 

of these force components  is used throughout the remainder of this  paper.  Equation 1 shows that, at a  constant veloci ty, 

the animal must overcome only hydrodynamic drag but when accelerating, for example during prey pursuit or predator 

evasion, additional inertial forces give rise to the ‘acceleration reaction ’ force; the sum of the forces required both to 

accelerate the mass of the animal  body forwards  (the body mass force) and to accelerate the fluid displaced by the animal 

backwards , otherwise known as the added mass force.  The added mass force is likely to be a considerable component of 

the total resistive force for bodies accelerating rapidly through a comparatively dense fluid such as water and, as discussed 

by Vogel  (1994), has been shown to be significant for a  range of biological organisms.  

 

                                                        𝑭 =
𝟏

𝟐
𝑪𝒅𝝆𝑺𝒖𝟐  +   𝑪𝒎𝝆𝑽𝒂   +   𝒎𝒂   (1.) 

 

  

 

 

The body mass force is given by Newtons  2nd Law and, assuming dimensional similarity between experiment and the 

subject animal, wind tunnel  tests could demonstrate, at a  given speed, the increase in hydrodynamic drag caused by a  tag. 

Such approaches , however, are limited in their ability to determine whether the presence of the tag has any impact on the 

added mass component of the acceleration reaction.  

Practical experimental constraints often mean that an animal model is held s tationary while flow is driven over the body. 

At a  constant veloci ty, the animal  is in  an inertial frame of reference and this  approach is equivalent to the real  case in 

which the animal is  moving rather than the fluid. During acceleration this  equivalence no longer holds , the animal  is now in 

a noninertial frame of reference and simply accelerating the flow over a s tationary animal will not accurately capture the 
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inertial effect of the added mass1. Lamb (1932) and Newman (1977) present calculated Cm values for a range of idealized 

shapes that can serve as reasonable estimates for many bodies , however, these values are based on potential, or inviscid, 

flow theory and so neglect the complexities  induced by viscous  effects in a  real fluid.  They may also be limited in their 

abi lity to predict the impact of an irregular shaped tag on the added mass force. 

Numerical modelling has  the potential  to  estimate device effects  without the need for experiments , before prototyping or 

manufacturing has occurred, by conducting ‘vi rtual experiments’ in which fluid flow over a tagged animal is simulated using 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software.  

Such tools can be used not only to predict the hydrodynamic drag increase imposed by a tag but also to predict i ts effect 

on the added mass component of the acceleration reaction  force. The required switch from an inertial to a  noninertial 

frame of reference, while holding the animal  body s tationary, can be achieved through the inclusion of an additional  body 

force, applied to all of the fluid within the simulation domain. This is implemented by a  user-defined source term (Sx) in the 

Navier-Stokes  equation for conservation of momentum in the direction of flow; assuming flow in the x di rection this is 

s tated by equation 2. 

                           𝝆 (
𝝏𝒖

𝝏𝒕
+ 𝒖

𝝏𝒖

𝝏𝒙
+ 𝒗

𝝏𝒖
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+ 𝒘

𝝏𝒖

𝝏𝒛
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𝝏𝒑

𝝏𝒙
+ 𝝁 (

𝝏𝟐𝒖 

𝝏𝒙𝟐
+

𝝏𝟐𝒖

𝝏𝒚𝟐
+

𝝏𝟐𝒖

𝝏𝒛𝟐
) + 𝝆𝒈𝒙 + 𝑺𝒙  (2.) 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑺𝒙 =  𝝆
𝒅𝒖𝒊𝒏

𝒅𝒕
 

This  approach directly includes  the inertial  effects  present in the noninertial frame and is thus  truly representative of a 

moving animal in s tationary fluid. 

Computational s tudies may offer a  significant benefi t over traditional experimental methods ; driving design improvement 

efforts , while reducing the  requirement for animal  testing. However, whilst many CFD software packages allow a novice 

user to obtain a  result, considerable skill is required to select and apply an appropriate modelling method which will  

generate reliable and physically realistic results . Using the example of a Sea Mammal Research Unit (SMRU) GPS phone tag 

mounted on a free-swimming adult female harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus) (Fig. 2), predictions of drag penalty 

induced by the tag at a constant speed are compared for three different CFD methods . A methodology is then developed 

for predicting Cm of both the tagged and untagged animal. Results presented allow estimates of hydrodynamic drag and 

acceleration reaction force to be made for any combination of instantaneous  veloci ty and rate of acceleration within a 

defined range. This work demonstrates  the sensitivi ty of results  to the me thodology applied, offers researchers insight into 

                                                 
1 Note that the discussion of  the key  phy sics giv en here is  limited in scope and detail f or ov erall clarity . More detail on the points raised can be 

f ound in the supplementary  material prov ided. 
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scenarios  in which tag impact is likely to be most signi ficant and also details a  practical means  by which tag impact can be 

estimated for those engaged in the design and/or deployment of ABDL.  

Computational Fluid Dynamics Basic Theory 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods2 calculate flow variables according to the fundamental physical laws 

requiring conservation of mass and momentum3; laws  expressed by the Navier-Stokes equations . A marine mammal CFD 

s tudy would begin by creating a  vi rtual  bounding box containing the animal  body geometry. This  computational domain 

must be discreti zed into a “mesh” of thousands/millions of individual finite volumes  (or “elements”). Boundary conditions 

and key physical  parameters  such as inlet flow veloci ty, turbulence intensi ty, and fluid properties are then applied, allowing 

flow variables  to be computed for each fini te volume in an i terative process. Iterations continue until they converge 

towards  a  solution that satisfies the governing equations . It is important to note that this process  only offers  an 

approximation of real  world flows. The quali ty of any results generated depends on the degree of approximation made in 3 

areas; 

1. Geometric approximations/simplifications. 

2. Meshing/discretization. 

3. Appl ied physics. 

1). Geometric simplifications  are often required to make mesh generation practical. In marine mammal modelling, this may 

include removing eyes , vibrissae, and flippers . While some simplifications  may have only a  negligible impact on results , 

others may be more detrimental . Some simpli fications are unavoidable; for example the mesh refinement required to 

model very small scale morphological features (such as vibrissae) will almost certainly be impractical , so the analyst must 

remain aware that this  could be affecting results .  Ul timately, the degree of geometric simplification that is  deemed 

acceptable may be informed by the aim of the s tudy; i f, for example, the aim is simple flow pattern prediction then a 

higher degree of simplification may be acceptable than i f reliable numerical data are required. 

2). Meshing/discretization errors  arise as  the continuous variation of flow variables across  the domain, described by the 

governing equations, is approximated. Such errors are governed by both the type of mesh element employed and the 

resolution of the mesh. 3D mesh elements  are typically hexahedral  or tetrahedral. While tetrahedral  meshes  are generally 

relatively easy to generate, they are computationally inefficient and the inherent lack of alignment with any dominant flow 

direction can induce error (known as numerical  diffusion) in results . Hexahedral meshes are therefore desirable despite the 

increased user skill and workload involved during preparation.   

                                                 
2 While a range of  CFD methods/tools are av ailable, this work f ocuses only  on the application of  the commonly  used Finite Volume CFD method. 
3 It can also be necessary  to consider conserv ation of  energy , especially  in cases where heat transf er is a signif icant considerat ion. 
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3). Simplification of the specified physics (for example in turbulence and boundary layer transition treatment) can also 

induce error. The choice of animal movement / swimming mode is  also an important consideration.  While modelling a 

rigid body in a single fixed ‘gliding’ posi tion clearly offers a computationally convenient simulation approach, the resistive 

force imposed on an actively swimming animal is  likely to be influenced significantly by the motion of the body and i ts 

effect on the flow-field. As a  consequence, s teps  should be taken to model  the physics  of the real  process as  closely as 

practically possible.  However, CFD modelling of bodies in which animal shape and veloci ty are dynamically changing would 

increase the complexi ty and computational expense of simulations by orders of magnitude, possibly rendering such an 

approach impractical. 

Turbulent flows are characterized by complex and unsteady spatial and temporal variations in flow veloci ty driven by the 

formation of vortices  of a  range of length scales (Pope 2000). Modelling the behavior of each of these vortices using a 

method known as  Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) would be the ideal  methodology, but is impractical because the mesh 

resolution required imposes an intractable computational  expense. So we must ask “what is the impact on the accuracy of 

results when we deviate from this ideal?”   

One approximation is  to consider veloci ty at a  given point as the sum of an average and time varying component, a  process 

which gives rise to the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (Pope 2000). This significantly simplifies the 

approach by predicting the average effect of turbulent vortices  without directly modelling them by using a  turbulence 

model . The most widely used turbulence models are based on the calculation of an ‘eddy viscosi ty’, an artificial viscosi ty 

that accounts for turbulent energy dissipation.  

The two-equation k–ε model  (where k is turbulent kinetic energy and ε is rate of turbulent kineti c energy dissipation (Pope 

2000) is commonly used. Despite i ts  widespread use, there are problems associated with this model  in cases where reliable 

boundary layer modelling is necessary. Problems are three -fold; fi rs t, the eddy viscosity is  assumed to be isotropic i.e., the 

same length scale  in all di rections  and second, damping functions  are used to approximate the boundary layer veloci ty 

profile (Menter 1994). Thirdly, since a  fully turbulent boundary layer is  assumed, no prediction of boundary layer transi tion 

is possible. Its  accuracy is therefore severely limited where boundary layer behavior is important; flow separation can be 

markedly under-predicted and, in extreme cases, not predicted at all (Menter 2011). The k –ε model is  therefore not 

sui table for cases requiring reliable modelling of viscous drag or boundary layer separation; both key requirements in 

animal and tag modelling respectively.  

Despite these issues, a  number of authors have applied the k–ε model  in tag impact s tudies . Hazekamp et al. (2010) 

conducted a  CFD study of tag induced effects on a  simplified gray seal (Halichoerus grypus) model, comparing results for 

both tagged and untagged animals to estimate a drag impact of around 12%  while Balmer et al. (2014) assessed the drag 
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sensitivi ty of a  cetacean dorsal  fin to the lo cation of a  single-pin transmitter. An improvement in near-wall modelling is 

offered by the RNG k–ε model , a  modified version of the standard k–ε model . This method was applied by Pavlov et al. 

(2007) and Pavlov and Rashad (2012) in the design of dolphin dorsal fin tags. 

Boundary layer modelling can be significantly improved by using the Shear Stress Transport (SST) model, a  k –ε /k–ω hybrid, 

where ω is the turbulent frequency (Menter 1993). The k–ω model  is used in the near-wall region to di rectly model  the 

boundary layer veloci ty profile (rather than applying damping functions) (Menter 1994), significantly improving separation 

prediction. However, the k–ω model  suffers  from accuracy problems in the free -stream (Menter 1993) so, at some dis tance 

from a  surface, a  switch is made to the more robust k–ε model . Despite these improvements , the SST model  is  still  subject 

to the assumptions  of an isotropic eddy viscosi ty and a fully turbulent boundary layer. This approach would therefore 

under-predict the impact of a tag i f located in a  region where the boundary layer would naturally be laminar without the 

presence of the tag.  

Signi ficant uncertainty appears to surround the likely boundary layer transi tion location on many marine mammals. 

According to data  presented by Hoerner (1965), in terms  of an idealized smooth axisymmetric streamlined shaped body, 

below 𝑅𝑒𝑥 of approximately 1x10
5 

the boundary layer may be predominantly laminar. The proportion of turbulent 

boundary layer increases with Re until, at a  value between approximately 5x106 and 1x107, i t is  likely to be almost enti rely 

turbulent. Fish et al. (1988) observed harp and ringed (Pusa hispida) seals swimming at Re between 0.77x106 and 1.79x106  

and Williams and Kooyman (1985) observed typical swim speeds  in harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) corresponding to a  Re 

range of 1.1x106  to 2.6x106,  implying that significant portions of laminar boundary layer could be present.  

In reality, animal bodies such as seals deviate significantly from the ideal form. Eyes, mouths , and vibrissae are all 

morphological features easily capable of inducing a turbulent boundary layer over most of the animal length regardless of 

Reynolds Number. However, synthetic compliant skin inspired by the naturally compliant skin of a dolphin may delay 

boundary layer transition (Gaster 1998), suggesting that some animals  could also possess highly developed drag reduction 

mechanisms. This  uncertainty is highlighted in the li terature; Stelle et al. (2000) demonstrated predominantly turbulent 

boundary layer flow over Steller sea  lions (Eumetopias jubatus) at Re from 5x106 to 6x106 while Rohr et al. (1998) used 

bioluminescence experiments to predict boundary laye r transition at the blowhole on a dolphin swimming at Re 5.1x10
6
, 

clearly representing a s ignificant amount of laminar boundary layer flow.  

Reliable boundary layer transition prediction is therefore essential when predicting the hydrodynamic drag of the animal 

body and the net hydrodynamic drag increase imposed by an ABDL. An ABDL consti tutes  a major surface imperfection, so if 

located far forward enough to be in an otherwise naturally laminar portion of the boundary layer i t will certainly fo rce 

transi tion; the drag increase will be the hydrodynamic drag of the tag plus the associated additional  viscous  drag due to the 
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increased proportion of turbulent boundary layer over the animal skin/fur/feather/carapace.  Neglecting this additional 

viscous drag by assuming a fully turbulent boundary layer (a common CFD approach) would under predict the impact of a 

tag. 

The simulation methodology can be more closely aligned with reality by coupling the SST model  with a  boundary layer 

transi tion model . The γ transi tion model  developed by Menter et al. (2015) is used in the current study. This  model  solves a 

single transport equation for the turbulent intermittency γ, in combination with experimentally derived correlations in 

order to trigger boundary layer transi tion onset. Such models, however, are typically tuned to give reliable results  in 

specific situations , leading to potential error in cases that di ffer significantly from those for which they have been 

ca l ibrated. 

Shorter et al. (2014) assessed the hydrodynamic forces  acting on three different tag shapes, validated against water tunnel 

experiments ; boundary layer transition is modelled. Fiore et al. (2017) continued this work, again applying the k–ε model 

to assess multiple derivatives of an initial ta g design.  

Another issue is the lack of consideration of transient (i.e., time varying) flow forces induced by the tag. Highly unsteady 

flow patterns  can form in the wake of a bluff body (Bearman 1997), imposing a fluctuating force on the tag (and thus on 

the animal).  The example of uni form flow past a  ci rcular cylinder illustrates  this  point. Across  certain ranges  of Re, an 

unsteady wake is  a formed by al ternate shedding of vortices  from the cylinder surface at the boundary layer separation 

points, causing fluctuations in drag force and cross-force. In some cases, such forces  could be sufficient to induce 

discomfort or even tissue damage in tagged animals (Walker et al. 2012). Previous s tudies appear to often enforce s teady 

flow, thus neglecting transient effects.   

In summary, our li terature review found no s tudies using the SST model (or other methods capable of comparable 

boundary layer prediction) combined with appropriate laminar to turbulent boundary layer transi tion  modelling. No single 

s tudy was found assessing the impact of a tag on a full animal body including considerati on of boundary layer transi tion 

and unsteady or transient flow effects . Furthermore, previous  studies do not appear to account for additional forces  arising 

due to acceleration. As a consequence, the possible impact of a tag on the added mass force (and therefore on the thrust 

an animal must develop to achieve a required speed) has received l ittle attention.  

It must be noted that DNS and eddy viscosi ty based models  represent respectively only the most complex and most 

accessible modelling approaches . Other approaches  are available including Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Detached Eddy 

Simulation (DES), offering improvements  over eddy viscosity models  but simpli fications over DNS (Pope 2000). However, 

the computational expense of such methods is likely to render them impractical for tag impact/development s tudies. This 
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paper seeks  to define an approach that allows researchers  to estimate the full  impact of a  tag on a  subject animal using 

eddy viscosity based turbulence models 

Methods 

Sensitivity to Turbulence Model Selection 

In order to quantify the influence of turbulence model selection on the predicted hydrodynamic drag and tag impact, 

simulations  of an untagged adult female harp seal, swimming at a fixed velocity of 1.3 m/s, were conducted using three 

di fferent methods (Table 1).  Method 1 represents our closest practical approximation of the real physics and is therefore 

deemed to be the “Baseline” to which the other methods are compared. Each simulation was then repeated wi th the 

geometry including a  SMRU GPS phone tag (Fig. 2).  

Hydrodynamic Drag Variation with Glide Velocity 

Method 1 was then used to predict the hydrodynamic drag imposed at glide speeds across the range 0.9 m/s to 1.7 m/s . 

Fixed veloci ty simulations  using both the tagged and untagged animal were conducted in 0.2 m/s increments as per Table 2. 

The minimum and maximum swim speeds selected were based on data obtained from wild deployment o f a  Little 

Leonardo W1000-PD3GT sensor mounted on a free ranging harp seal during February 2015 (Fig. 3 shows a  representative 

120 s  extract of the speed sensor data provided).  

Results yield an equation of the form given at equation 3 and can be used to predict Cd and therefore the hydrodynamic 

drag component of the total resistive force at any instantaneous glide velocity within the described velocity range. 

                                                                               𝐶𝑑 = 𝑥𝑅𝑒−𝑛       (3.) 

Prediction of the Added Mass Component of the Acceleration Reaction Force 

In order to model the required switch from an inertial to a  noninertial reference frame and thereby capture the added 

mass component of the total hydrodynamic force, s imulations (for both tagged and untagged cases) were conducted with 

a  s inusoidally varying inlet velocity (equation 4). While a  real animal does not swim with a s inusoidal velocity variation, 

application of a velocity varying in this way provides a  convenient means by which to determine Cm as  there is an analytical 

solution for acceleration which can be used to define the body force required to shift to a  noninertial frame of reference. 

This  additional body force was defined via the inclusion of a source term (equations 5 and 6) in the conservation of 

momentum equation in the direction of flow (as per equation 2). The predicted Cm may then subsequently be used to 

ca lculate the added mass force for any real, nonsinusoidal, velocity variation. 
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                                                          𝑢𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜑) + 𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛                                                           (4.) 

                                                         𝑎 =  
𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑡
 = 2𝜋𝑓[𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜑)]                                                        (5.) 

                                                                                    𝑆𝑥 = 𝜌𝑎                                                                                (6.) 

Typical maximum and minimum animal swim speeds of 1.5 m/s and 1.1 m/s , with an approximate maximum acceleration 

of 0.871 m/s 2 were identified as broadly representative of real animal behavior based on provided speed sensor data 

(extract shown at Fig. 3).  Values  of A=0.2 m/s , umean = 1.3 m/s  and f = 0.693 Hz have therefore been selected to yield 

representative veloci ties and accelerations  in equations 4 and 5. 𝜑 was set to ensure that simulations  started from the 

minimum velocity occurring across the s inusoidal cycle (1.1 m/s). 

It should again be stressed that the use of a  sinusoidally fluctuating veloci ty (and associated sinusoidally varying body force) 

has been used only as a means of determining the correct value for Cm, and does not assume that this is the way the real 

animal  veloci ty is  expected to vary with time. The approach of determining Cm values  in this  way has  been validated against 

published Cm data  for a  prolate spheroid with a  fineness ratio of 5. Newman (1977) s tates  an expected Cm of 0.06 based on 

potential, or inviscid, flow theory while our numerical  simulations  of the same shape yield a  mean Cm of approximately 

0.064, an increase of 6.66% over the published va lue4. 

Note that all simulation work conducted in this  paper uses  seawater and, consequentially, does not assume inviscid flow. It 

is  therefore likely that the difference between published and simulated Cm is  due to the boundary layer and wake present 

in all real cases.  This additional force component is the Bassett Force, a his tory term that accounts for noninstantaneous , 

temporal changes in wake and boundary layer s tate that occur as velocity changes (Fackrell 2011).  

The tagged and untagged animal simulations  yield the total hydrodynamic force, i.e., the total  resistive force  as  per 

equation 1 minus the body mass force required to accelerate the mass of the animal.  The body mass force  is not present in 

the CFD model  because the volume representing the animal is  massless in the simulations .  By rearranging equation 1, 

equations 7 and 8 were then used to determine Cm_t and Cm_u respectively, utilizing the derived equations of the form of 

Equation 3 to determine Cd_t and Cd_u. 

                                                                               𝐶𝑚_𝑡 =
 𝐹−(

1

2
𝐶𝑑_𝑡𝜌𝑆𝑢2)

𝜌𝑉𝑎
                                       (7.) 

                                                                              𝐶𝑚_𝑢 =
 𝐹−(

1

2
𝐶𝑑_𝑢𝜌𝑆𝑢2)

𝜌𝑉𝑎
                                               (8.) 

                                                 
4
 For more inf ormation on the prolate spheroid v alidation work conducted ref er to the supplementary  material prov ided.  
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The Cm and Cd va lues predicted using the above process may then be used to estimate the force experienced by an animal 

across any combination of velocity and acceleration (i.e., at any given instantaneous velocity and acceleration, irrespective 

of the fact that i t will not be varying sinusoidally). 

Geometry Generation and Meshing 

The 3D model  of the seal body was produced (using Rhinoceros 5.0 and Solidworks 2014 CAD software) from an exis ting 3D 

photogrammetric model developed at the SMRU, St. Andrews. The model is a free-swimming adult in glide phase, housed 

in the captive animal facility at the Universi ty of Tromsø, Norway (McKnight 2018). The animal is 1.85 m long and 0.44 m 

wide, with an x-dis tance from animal nose to the front of the tag base of 0.25 m. The computational  domain extends  5 

animal  lengths  upstream, above, below and ei ther side of the animal, and 15 animal lengths  downstream. Fully hexahedral 

meshes generated using ANSYS ICEM CFD V18 were used in all simulations (Fig. 4). Best practice guidelines in meshing for 

SST-γ have been followed as per Langtry and Menter (2006) and Menter et al. (2015).  

Modelling Assumptions 

1. The animal  is assumed to be hydrodynamically smooth and rigid; small morphological features  including eyes , fur, 

and vibrissae have been removed and are therefore not modelled.  

2. The tag is  assumed perfectly aligned with the incident flow and located (as  per wild deployments ) at the base of 

the skull on the ventral surface of neck. Details such as antennae ribs have been removed from the tag geometry.  

Boundary Conditions, Setup and Solver 

Tables 3 and 4 detail the assumed environmental and boundary conditions . All simulations used ANSYS CFX V18 to solve 

the discretized RANS equations . ANSYS (2009) present information on the formulation of the turbulence and transi tion 

models applied.   

Fully transient simulations were conducted in all cases , utilizing an adaptive time-stepping scheme with parameters set to 

achieve a  residual convergence target of 1 x 10
-5

 within 5 coefficient loops . All simulations  were run using a single compute 

node on Plymouth Universi ty’s  High Performance Computing (HPC) facility, comprising 16 Intel  Xeon E5-2683 processors 

with 128GB RAM. 
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Simulation Reliability Checks 

A full mesh dependency s tudy was undertaken on a baseline domain extending 5 animal lengths  upstream, above, below 

and either side of the animal, and 15 animal lengths downstream in order to ensure that results presented are 

independent of the level of mesh refinement. The tagged animal model was used as  the basis for this  study, Table 5 details 

the levels of mesh resolution applied and the associated simulation results. Note that while the predicted hydrodynamic 

drag varies by only around 1.1% between simulations  1 and 4 (which covers an approximate 6 fold increase in number of 

mesh nodes5) there is an increase in predicted tag drag of 22.7%. This demonstrates  the importance of looking deeper than 

just ‘top level’ simulation outputs when assessing mesh dependency. Measurement of only total drag would, in this case, 

suggest that a mesh of 3.75x106 nodes would be adequate. This would lead to a marked under prediction of tag drag and 

therefore would markedly reduce the predicted tag impact. All subsequent results presented in this study were obtained 

us ing the mesh applied in simulation 3, using 20.5x106 nodes.  

In addition, a full domain dependency s tudy has been conducted by fi rst halving and then quartering the baseline distance 

from the animal body to each domain boundary. Table 6 details the corresponding simulation results which indicated that 

the solution appears to be relative ly insensitive to domain size with a  variation in total drag force of around 1.3% between 

the baseline and smallest domains. The original baseline domain was used to generate a ll subsequent results  presented in 

this  paper.  

Results 

Sensitivity to Turbulence Model Selection 

Table 7 presents drag predictions for the untagged animal. As expected, the SST-γ simulation gives the lowest drag 

prediction because i t permits  the boundary layer on some regions  of the animal  surface to remain laminar. Table 8 

presents  hydrodynamic drag predictions  (both measured force and Cd) for the tagged animal , comparing drag to that of the 

untagged animal for each method.  The predicted drag increase induced by the tag varies from 16.24% to 2.25% between 

modelling methods, showing that results are highly sensitive to turbulence/transition  model selection.  

Figure 5 breaks total drag values down into pressure and viscous components for both animal body and the tag i tself 

(where fitted), showing where the differences between methods arise. Key observations are: 

                                                 
5 Note that mesh refinements made from run 1 to run 2 are focused around the body and wake of the animal (hence a  
large overall increase in the number of mesh nodes). Refinements from run 2 to runs 3 and 4 are made local to the tag, so 
whi lst element s ize is s ignificantly reduced in the vicinity of the tag, there is a  comparatively small increase in overall 
number of nodes.  
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 The SST-γ model predicts  a viscous drag that is 46% and 49% lower in the untagged case than the SST only and k-ϵ 

models respectively. 

 The SST-γ model predicts that addition of a tag causes an increase in viscous drag on the animal i tself of 11.52% 

over the comparable untagged case. 

 Pressure drag is a  substantial proportion of total drag in all cases (Based on untagged animal  results i t consti tutes ; 

SST-γ 48%, SST 36%, k-ϵ 29%) and is highly sensitive to the turbulence / transition modelling approach adopted. 

 Tag viscous drag is negligible in a ll cases. 

Figure 6 shows skin friction coefficient (Cf) distribution for untagged/tagged cases , comparing SST-γ and SST only cases .  Cf 

is a nondimensional measure of viscous drag and so provides a useful  means by which to visualize  boundary layer 

transi tion. A sudden increase to relatively high Cf (as  seen immediately aft of the fore flipper bulges  and also in the wake of 

the tag in Fig. 6b) is  indicative of transition onset. Fig. 8 compares the veloci ty in the region surrounding the tag for k-ϵ and 

SST-γ cases, highlighting the difference in predicted wake formation. 

Hydrodynamic Drag Variation with Glide Velocity 

Figure 7 shows the variation in predicted Cd (and therefore the hydrodynamic drag component of the total resistive force) 

with Re based on the series  of fixed veloci ty simulations  conducted using the baseline method. The results  yield equations 

9 and 10 for the untagged and tagged animal respectively. The % increase in Cd induced by the tag remains relatively 

constant across the range of Re simulated, reducing from 16.74% at Re = 2.31x106 down to 15.03% at Re = 1.22x106. Note 

that in all cases Cd_t and Cd_u are based on the wetted area of the untagged animal. 

                                                                 𝑪𝒅_𝒖 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟔𝟗𝑹𝒆−𝟎.𝟏𝟔𝟔        (9.) 

                                                                  𝑪𝒅_𝒕 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟕𝟐𝑹𝒆−𝟎.𝟏𝟒𝟑                                                     (10.) 

Figure 7 also compares simulated results with experimental  data from Williams and Kooyman (1985). Deceleration and tow 

tests were used to derive Cd values for two animals with results indicating a wide range of predicted Cd values . Simulation 

results  appear in reasonable agreement with comparable results  derived from deceleration tests ; however, Cd values 

predicted from results of tow tests are markedly higher. 
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Prediction of the Added Mass Component of the Acceleration Reaction Force 

Figures  9a. to 9c. show results  of simulations  conducted using the sinusoidal  inlet veloci ty and additional body force 

implemented in order to capture the added mass component of the acceleration reaction force for the purpose of 

identifying Cm. Results are given for a  3-second time period and show: 

 Figure 9a: Simulated veloci ty and acceleration profiles (as  defined by equations 4 and 5 respectively). Figure 9b: 

The variation with time of the predicted hydrodynamic drag (calculated using Cd values determined from 

equations 9 and 10) and the total hydrodynamic force  (from simulation results). Figure 9c: Cm_t and Cm_u 

calculated from equations 7 and 8 respectively using the results  presented at Figure 9b, showing almost identical 

Cm_t and Cm_u va lues across the velocity / acceleration cycle. 

Some key observations are: 

 During acceleration, the total  hydrodynamic force increases signi ficantly over the instantaneous hydrodynamic 

drag.  

 At peak acceleration, hydrodynamic drag accounts for just 35% and 38% of total hydrodynamic force for the 

untagged and tagged animal respectively, the remainder being due to the added mass force. Results a lso show 

that the presence of the tag results in an increase in the maximum total hydrodynamic force of approximately 

5.3% increase over the untagged case.  

Discussion 

Comparison of Baseline Results with Published Experimental Data 

Substantially di fferent solutions to the same fundamental problem are clearly possible simply by adopting di fferent 

turbulence/transi tion modelling approaches .  It is therefore important to validate results  and assess potential sources of 

error, but, in the case of marine animals there is substantial uncertainty in available experimental va lidation data. 

The untagged baseline (SST-γ) drag of 8.19N yields  a Cd_u  of 0.0052; 30% greater than the often ci ted value of 0.004 for 

seals given by Vogel  (1994). This  value is based on experimental work conducted by Williams and Kooyman (1985) in which 

deceleration and tow tests are conducted on two harbor seals (1 adult and 1 juvenile). Measured Cd varied from 0.004 to 

0.010 dependent on the type of test conducted. They attribute this variation to a range of factors including the possible 

influence of the test equipment and also small movements in the animal ’s body during tests . Figure 7 also shows that 

results from towing tests are higher for both subject animals than the comparable deceleration tests. Whilst the current 

simulation results  lie within the range of predictions  made by Williams and Kooyman (1985) based on deceleration tests, i t 
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is likely that simply s tating a single Cd is an over-simplification of reality. Rather a single animal may well present a whole 

range of Cd  if we could reliably measure the imposed drag force under a  range of body orientations  and motion types . This 

uncertainty means  that any simulation work conducted on an animal  in a single posi tion  represents  only a  single point in a 

range of drag forces  experienced by a  swimming seal. Also, comparisons  of tag impact are only valid under comparable 

conditions, i.e., if tagged animal simulation results are compared to results generated using the same animal in its 

untagged state. 

Comparison of Simulated Results 

The following points are revealed by inspection of Figures 5 and 6: 

1. For both untagged and tagged cases, SST-γ predicts  much lower viscous  drag than SST and k–ε.  This is  due to the 

ability of SST-γ to model regions of laminar flow over the animal surface, rather than assuming the enti re 

boundary layer is turbulent.  Comparison between Figures  6a and 6c clearly shows the laminar (darker colored) 

areas on the neck and shoulder region of the seal model predicted by SST-γ. 

2. For the tagged case, SST-γ predicts an increase in viscous drag on the animal surface compared to the untagged 

case. This is  due to the tag causing transi tion to a  turbulent boundary layer on the animal  surface i n the wake of 

the tag (seen in Fig. 6b); this region remains laminar in the untagged case (Fig. 6a).  This  highlights  the 

importance of considering tag and animal together, rather than conducting simulations/experiments  of the tag in 

i solation when making drag assessments. 

3. Predicted pressure drag on the animal body is substantial in all cases. Simulations suggest some flow separation 

on the posterior region of the animal, fore of the rear flippers  (highlighted region 3 in Fig. 10), but i t is  likely that 

in reali ty, the animal has  evolved to minimize such separation (maybe by dynamic shape changes  whilst 

swimming, or turbulence induced by fur/pelage energizing the boundary layer to overcome local  pressure 

gradients).  Addition of a  tag actually reduces  pressure drag on the ani mal i tself in the SST-γ case, most likely 

because the turbulent wake of the tag energizes the boundary layer on the animal , reducing downstream 

separation.   

4. Predicted pressure drag (of both tag and animal) is strongly influenced by the selected turbulence/transi tion 

model . This is most evident in the fact that k–ε predicts  very li ttle tag pressure drag, thus predicting total tag drag 

to be much lower than the other methods. The drag of the tag is dominated by the pressure drag caused by flow 

separation in its  wake.  Figure  8 shows that in comparison to SST -γ, k-ϵ predicts flow separation much further 

towards the rear of the tag “hump”, meaning that the wake is smaller and the force difference between 

upstream and downstream faces of the tag is  therefore much smaller.  Veloci ty profiles (Fig. 10) show why 
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different turbulence models produce such di fferences in flow separation prediction.  Before the influence of the 

tag (Fig. 10 location 1), k-ϵ predicts a much ‘fuller’ profile than SST; the veloci ty at a given distance from the 

animal  skin is  much higher.  Thus in the k-ϵ case, the boundary layer carries  much more fluid momentum.  When 

the boundary layer subsequently reaches a  region  of adverse pressure gradient such as that behind the tag 

“hump” (Fig. 10 location 2) or just ahead of the animal tail  (Fig. 10 location 3), this fluid momentum is 

unrealistically high, and overcomes the retarding influence of pressure, so flow continues rearwards .  In the SST 

case, the boundary layer carries less momentum, i t cannot overcome the adverse pressure gradient and flow 

direction is reversed, causing a region of recirculating separated flow (highlighted in red in Fig. 10). 

5. In all  cases, tag viscous  drag is negligible. Drag of the tag i tself is  dominated by pressure drag; viscous  drag is 

small due to the relatively small tag surface area. 

6. k–ε resul ts  may be misleading.  In the k–ε tagged case, lack of transition modelling (acting to over-predict overall 

drag) is partially masked by a  likely under-prediction of tag drag due to inaccurate separation prediction.  At fi rs t 

glance, when considering overall  drag, k-ϵ and SST-γ predictions  for the tagged animal  appear in good agreement. 

However, the fact that two fundamental inaccuracies may partially mutually cancel  in the k-ϵ case means  that the 

impact of the tag on the animal  may be under-predicted.  This shows that a  k-ϵ approach is  unlikely to be sui table 

for tag development and impact assessment; it does not adequately model the physics that is influenced by tag 

des ign and position. 

Uncertainty in SST-γ results 

SST-γ predicts that in the untagged case, transi tion will ini tiate downstream of the geometric dis turbances provided by the  

flipper bulges on the side of the animal, while transition on the back appears to begin a signi ficant dis tance further along 

the body. The two regions of turbulent flow then coalesce towards the rear of the animal . Thus the simulation indicates 

that the boundary layer flow is laminar over a  significant proportion of the surface of the animal.  

Considering that the simulated body is highly idealized (smooth, rigid and lacking any of the surface discontinuities 

provided by eyes , vibrissae, etc.), i t may be the case that transi tion is predicted to occur further along the body than in 

reality. In addition, i t has been the experience of the authors that use of a  similar boundary layer modelling approach  in 

other applications (human powered vehicle development, for example), transition is predicted further aft than that seen 

experimentally.  In such examples, i t is clear that use of the γ transition model in cases that differ from those for which i t 

has  been explici tly validated may cause inaccuracy; i t is likely that i t is over-predicting the proportion of laminar flow to 

some extent on the real animal. 
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The “true” proportion of laminar flow most probably lies somewhere between SST predictions ( i.e., no laminar flow) and 

SST-γ predictions (i.e., too much laminar flow).  Thus, i t is recommended that both methods are employed as a matter of 

course to define expressions  for Cd representing a “tag impact envelope”; the SST and SST-γ results  representing lower and 

upper bounds of the real case, respectively.  At a Re = 1.768x106, the SMRU GPS phone tag impact envelope is therefore 

predicted to have lower and upper bounds of 11.21% and 16.24%, respectively, on the hydrodynamic drag of the modelled 

harp seal body. 

It should also be noted that whilst SST-γ has been shown to capture the key physics of interest, i t should not be seen as a 

highly accurate approach.  Aside from inaccuracies in transition location prediction, its inherent averaging of unsteady 

turbulence properties  is known to result in inaccuracies ; the wake pressure field and the true separation point (on both tag 

and animal) are just two areas  that will carry some uncertainty.  More advanced turbulence models  ( e.g., DES or LES) may 

improve predictions , but thei r computational expense renders  them impractical  as tools  for tag design and impact 

assessment. 

Prediction of Tag Impact on the Hydrodynamic Drag Component of the Total Resistive Force 

Table 2 details the inlet veloci ty and Re applied in the fixed veloci ty simulations conducted to predict the total 

hydrodynamic force, showing that inlet veloci ty (and therefore Re) increases by around 89% between the lowest speed of 

0.9m/s  and the maximum of 1.7m/s . Despite this significant increase in speed, tag impact remains relatively constant, 

increasing from around 15% at 0.9m/s  (Re = 1,224x106) to 16.74% at 1.7m/s  (Re=2.312x106); a  1.74% increase. This shows 

that, while drag is increasing with Re, the proportion of the hydrodynamic drag attributable to the presence  of the tag 

varies very l ittle.  

Figure 7 also demonstrates, in part, the di fficul ty in s tating a  single Cd value when discussing the drag characteris tics  of an 

animal . Cd_u reduces by 10% across the range of Re simulated while Cd_t reduces by around 8.6%; therefore any discussion 

surrounding animal drag should reference not only Cd, but a lso the Re to which it relates.  

Prediction of the Added Mass Component of the Acceleration Reaction Force 

Reference to the untagged animal simulation results given in Figure 9b. shows that the total hydrodynamic force imposed 

on the animal during acceleration is much higher than just the hydrodynamic drag calculated using a Cd_u given by equation 

9 (in the untagged case, at peak acceleration, the hydrodynamic drag is only 35% of the total hydrodynamic force ). This 

clearly shows that basing animal resis tive force predictions only on the hydrodynamic drag at a fixed speed is a significant 

overs implification of reality that neglects some very important physics.  
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Comparing the untagged animal results  to those of the tagged animal at Figure 9b indicates that the tag induces  a small but 

measurable increase in the total  hydrodynamic force across the acceleration / deceleration cycle (5.46% at maximum force 

values ). Despite this  simulated total hydrodynamic force  increase, Figure 9c. shows  almost identical Cm_t and Cm_u values 

(determined from equations 7 and 8 respectively) indicating that the presence of the tag has  no measurable impact on the 

added mass  component of the acceleration reaction force . An interesting observation is the  apparent variation in Cm_t and 

Cm_u across the a cceleration/deceleration cycle . This effect arises because as acceleration tends to zero, values for Cm 

calculated by equations  7 and 8 tend to infini ty. However, results  do show consistently and repeatably that, at peak 

acceleration and deceleration (i.e., when the acceleration reaction force is at i ts  greatest), Cm_t = Cm_u = 0.068. Figure 11 

compares  the simulated total  hydrodynamic force (from Fig. 9b) with a calculated total hydrodynamic force (from equation 

1) based on a fixed Cm (i.e., Cm_t = Cm_u = 0.068) and the Cd_t and Cd_u from equations  10 and 9 respectively. Results show 

close agreement between the calculated and simulated total hydrodynamic force profiles, indicating that the assumption 

of a single, fixed Cm value (equal to Cm at peak acceleration) is valid. A consequence of this finding is that even in periods  of 

high acceleration, the presence of the tag has a  negligible effect on the added mass force; the impact of the tag is purely a 

result of the increased hydrodynamic drag (i.e., the fact that Cd_t i s higher than Cd_u at any given Re). 

Also, the total  hydrodynamic force variation predicted at Figure 9b (for both the tagged and untagged animal) does not 

include the body mass force and is therefore not the total resis tive force that the animal  must overcome . When this is 

considered, results presented here suggest that any increase in thrust the animal must provide to offset the effect of the 

tag during periods  of high acceleration is  likely to be a  very small  proportion of the overall  thrust.  As an example, at a 

veloci ty of 1.1 m/s  an acceleration of 0.43 m/s 2 (typical  of the early s tages  of an acceleration episode such as prey pursuit, 

indicated in red in Fig. 3) and a n animal  mass of 256.75 kg (equal to the displaced mass of water)  predicted Cd and Cm 

values  suggest that an untagged animal  must produce 123.93N of thrust, compared to 124.84N for a  tagged animal – a 

mere 0.74% increase.  In contrast, for an animal moving at a constant 1.1m/s, the predictions suggest an untagged thrust 

requirement of 6.02N compared to a tagged thrust requirement of 6.93m/s ; a  15.04% increase.  Clearly, animals do not 

move at a constant veloci ty, so at any given instant, the true percentage impact of the tag is likely to lie somewhere 

between these two scenarios , and (for any given velocity and acceleration) can easily be calculated if Cd and Cm are known 

for both tagged and untagged cases. 

When considering a wider simulation methodology for use in predicting the drag forces imposed on marine animals , i t is 

clear that the approach taken must be driven by the requirements of the study being conducted. Results presented here 

indeed show that the acceleration reaction force is the dominant force imposed on an animal  during periods of 

acceleration and deceleration (and therefore consti tutes  most of the thrust the animal must generate) . Any s tudy aiming 

to predict the total  resistive force  or, analogously, total  required thrust, of an animal  (with or without tag) must therefore 
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adopt either the approach detailed in this  paper or some other equivalent means  of modelling the additional forces  arising 

due to acceleration. If, however, the aim of the s tudy is  to estimate the drag impact of the tag in order to drive  the design 

and improvement process  there is  no measurable benefit to including any assessment of acceleration induced forces. This 

s tatement must, however, be caveated; the added mass  component of the acceleration reaction is  s trongly dependent on 

volume and so when the volume of a  tag is  only a  very small proportion of the volume of the animal  (as  is  the case in this 

s tudy), the effect of the tag on the acceleration reaction  force is  likely to be minimal  or indeed unmeasurable. If however, 

the volume of the tag is a significant proportion of the animal  volume , i ts effect during acceleration is  likely to be more 

marked and this  must be considered by researchers  undertaking tag impact assessment s tudies. Based on this  information 

i t is reasonable to suggest that minimizing the tag to animal volume ratio should consti tute one of the key tag design 

guidelines of which, according to Rosen et al. (2018), there are few.   

Simulation Process and Associated Computing Times 

Of particular use to those researchers  undertaking CFD based tag design work is some consideration of the simulation 

process that was followed to generate the results presented in this  paper. It is  also important to consider the likely run 

time required to complete simulation work. After extensive trials with a  range of different simulation s trategies , the 

fol lowing process was found to be the most efficient and was followed both for the tagged and untagged animal: 

 An initial s teady s tate simulation was conducted with an inlet veloci ty equal to u mean (or 1.3 m/s) in order to 

provide initial conditions for a  fully transient s imulation. Required s imulation time was around 12 h. 

 A fully transient, fixed inlet veloci ty simulation a t umean was conducted to yield a baseline set of results , using an 

adaptive time-stepping approach to reach a well-converged solution yielding stable drag values. 

 In order to predict hydrodynamic drag variation, a  set of 4 further fixed velocity transient simulations were 

conducted as per Table 2, again using an adaptive time-stepping approach. Ini tial conditions for each simulation 

were provided using scaled baseline results ; every nodal veloci ty from the  baseline case was scaled by a  factor 

equal to the ratio of the required veloci ty to the baseline case veloci ty (e.g., 0.9/1.3 = 0.692 for the 0.9m/s 

simulation). Simulation times  varied from around 36 hours (in the case of the untagged animal at low inlet 

veloci ties) to in excess of 350 h for the tagged animal at the highest inlet veloci ties. An approximate average of 

175 h is a  reasonable estimate. In all cases, sufficient simulation time was allowed in order to ensure a well 

converged, s table solution. 

 A single transient simulation was conducted with the sinusoidally varying veloci ty inlet. This  simulation was 

ini tialized from the fixed veloci ty results corresponding to the minimum veloci ty occurring across the sinusoidal 

cycle (in this case 1.1 m/s). This simulation took required around 140 h and 350 h for the tagged and untagged 
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animals  respectively. Simulations  were run until well converged, with negligible di fference in drag between three 

successive sinusoidal velocity periods. 

Therefore, in order to estimate tag impact at a single, fixed representative swim speed i t is likely that useful results coul d 

be available after around 374 h or 15.6 days (based on 2 x 12 h s teady state simulations and 2 x 175 h fixed veloci ty 

transient simulations . The additional simulations required to extend these results , not only to predict hydrodynamic drag 

variation but also to predict added mass coefficients , increases computer time by approximately 2,000 h (approximately a 

5-fold increase based on an additional  8 fixed veloci ty simulations  and 2 sinusoidal inlet simulations ). Note that, in addition 

to the times  estimated above, additional simulation time is required in order to develop a  mesh, domain and time -step 

independent model before tag impact results can be considered reliable. This package of work must be completed once 

per animal / tag combination and could result in a  minimum of 6 additional  simulations  depending on the process taken , so 

typica lly another 1,050 h assuming an average of 175 h per s imulation 

All of the above computing times  assume HPC parallel processing using 16 Intel  Xeon E5-2683 processors  with 128GB RAM.  

In our experience, this is  a  speed-up of a  factor of around 4 compared to a  typical  high-speci fication desktop machine .  

Computing times  can be reduced by using more HPC processors , but speed-up is not proportional  to number of processors 

and software l icensing costs per processor can become prohibitive. 

Conclusions  

CFD, i f applied appropriately, can be a  powerful  tool  in es timating ABDL impact.  Accuracy of previous s tudies  has been 

limited by factors  such as inappropriate turbulence modelling or consideration of a  tag in isolation, neglecting the effects of 

the changes  that the tag induces in the flow over the animal  i tself.  An approach is presented in which CFD may be used to 

determine Cd (as a function of Re) and Cm for any animal (tagged or untagged).  With Cd and Cm known, the total 

hydrodynamic force imposed on the animal at any given velocity and acceleration may be easily ca lculated. 

The recommended approach uses  SST and SST-γ methods  (with appropriate checks  on mesh dependency, domain 

dependency and transient behavior) to identi fy expressions for upper and lower Cd bounds respectively, forming a “tag 

impact envelope”. This  approach estimates  that a SMRU GPS phone tag will increase hydrodynamic drag by 11.21% – 16.24% 

on the reference animal body used here. The recommended approach for prediction of Cm employs CFD simulations with 

sinusoidally varying inlet veloci ty and a user defined body force in the direction of motion to impose the required 

noninertial frame of reference. 

This  shows that for the reference animal body used here, the total  hydrodynamic force  imposed on an accelerating animal 

is  much higher than that predicted by consideration only of the  instantaneous  hydrodynamic drag. It is  also shown, 
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however, that the presence of the tag has no measurable impact on the added mass force. As a consequence it is 

recommended that (provided tag volume is a  small percentage of animal volume)  researchers  interested primarily in 

es timating and reducing tag impact employ a  simulation methodology that predicts tag impact at a  fixed, realistic speed. 

Researchers  interested in predicting the total resistive force imposed on an accelerating animal must, however, employ 

ei ther the methodology developed here, or some analogous method, by which the additional forces arising due to 

acceleration can be captured. 

The uncertainties highlighted throughout this paper show that CFD should not be considered a defini tive prediction tool , 

but rather as a complementary tool  to experimental work using tagged animals.  A reasonable approach may be to conduct 

the majori ty of tag design and improvement work using CFD tools to identi fy the predicted tag impact envelope, then 

conduct field and/or captive animal s tudies during final s tages  of design and impact assessment. The presented approach is 

applicable to any s tudy in which the subject animal , whether land, sea , or ai r based, is  moving at sufficient speed that 

overcoming drag represents significant energy expenditure. 
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Tables 

 

Simulation Gl ide Veloci ty (m/s) Reynolds Number (Re) 

1 0.9 m/s  1.224 x 106 

2 1.1 m/s  1.496 x 106 

3 1.3m/s  1.768 x 10
6
 

4 1.5 m/s  2.040 x 106 

5 1.7 m/s  2.312 x 106 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

 

 

  

Ambient temperature (oC) 10 

Water dens i ty (kg/m
3
) 1,027 

Water dynamic viscos i ty 

(Pa.s ) 
1.397 x 10-3 

Inlet 

Uni form inlet velocity, va lue dependent 

on s imulation 

1% turbulence intens i ty 

Outlet Average s tatic pressure (0 Pa) 

Tag No s l ip smooth wal l  

Sea l  No s l ip smooth wal l  

Domain wal ls  Free s l ip wal l  

 Turbulence Model 
Boundary Layer 
Transition Model 

Baseline 
(Method 1) 

Shear Stress 
Transport 

γ 

Method 2 
Shear Stress 

Transport 
None 

Method 3 k-ε None 

 

Table 1: Turbulence and transition modelling 

approach breakdow n 

 

Table 3: Assumed environmental conditions 

Table 4: Applied simulation boundary conditions 

Table 2: Fixed velocity simulations; inlet velocities and 

Reynolds Numbers. 

Table 1: Turbulence and transition modelling 

approach breakdow n 
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Table 7: Comparison of untagged animal simulated drag 

forces 

Simulation No. Tota l  No. Nodes 
No. Nodes  

Local  to Tag 
Tota l  Drag (N) Tag drag (N) 

1 3,754,216 896,144 10.75 0.88 
2 18,612,508 4,738,948 10.87 0.98 
3 20,538,422 6,664,862 10.81 1.07 

4 21,773,952 7,900,392 10.82 1.08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Basel ine 

Domain 

Halved 

Domain 

Quartered 

Domain 

Tota l  Tagged Animal  

Drag Force (N) 
10.81 10.83 10.95 

Method 
SST-γ 

(Baseline) 

SST 

Only 

k–ε 

Only 

Untagged Animal : 

Tota l  Drag Force (N) 
8.19 9.72 8.87 

Untagged Animal : 
Drag Coefficient 

(Cd_u ) 
0.0052 0.0062 0.0056 

% Force di fference to 

Basel ine 
- 18.68 8.30 

Method 
SST-γ 

(Baseline) 

SST 

Only 

k–ε 

Only 

Tagged Animal: Total 

Drag Force (N) 
9.52 10.81 9.07 

Tagged Animal: Drag 
Coefficient (Cd_t) 

0.0060 0.0069 0.0058 

% Force i ncrease 

over untagged case 

us ing the same 

method 

16.24 11.21 2.25 

Table 6: Domain dependency study results. 

Table 5: Mesh dependency study results. 

Table 8: Comparison of tagged animal simulated drag 

forces 
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Figure 1: Adult female gray seal (Halichoerus 

grypus) w ith a SMRU GPS phone tag mounted at 

the base of the skull, on the ventral surface of the 

neck 

Figure 2: Surface models of tagged seal (top) and 

tag in isolation (bottom). 
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Figure 3: 120 second extract from recorded mean swim speed data. 
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Figure 4: Plots show ing the hexahedral mesh 

applied throughout simulation w ork. Images show  

both surface meshes on tag and animal and a 

cross section of the volume mesh. Figure 5: Viscous and pressure drag component 

breakdow n for tagged and untagged animals  
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Figure 7: Fixed velocity simulation results showing variation in hydrodynamic drag coeff icient (C
d
) w ith 

Reynolds Number (Re) for both tagged and untagged animal. Simulation results compared w ith results 

given by Williams and Kooyman (1985) 

 

  

  

SST-γ 

 

SST Model only 

  

Untagged 

Tagged 

a. c. 

b. d. 

Figure 6: Skin friction coefficient distribution;  

(a) SST-γ (Untagged), (b) SST-γ (Tagged),  (c) SST only  (Untagged), (d) SST only (Tagged) 
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k - ε SST-γ 

Figure 8: Flow  velocity plots comparing predicted 

tag w ake formation for k-ε and SST-γ cases. 

(equation 5.) 

 (equation 10.) 

(equation 8.) 

Cm 
Animal C

m
 

(equation 7.) 

b. 

c. 

(equation 4.) 

a.
A. 

Figure 9: Noninertial reference frame simulation results show ing; a.  Inlet velocity and acceleration 

variation w ith time. b. Hydrodynamic drag and total hydrodynamic force imposed on both tagged and 

untagged animal. c. Cm for both tagged and untagged animal based on equations 7 and 8 respectively. 

Total Hydrodynamic Force 
Total Hydrodynamic Force 

(equation 9.) 
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k - ε SST 

 

k - ε SST 

 

SST k - ε 

 

 

1. 2. 
3. 

Figure 10: Velocity vector plot comparison between 

k-ε and SST models at 3 locations. Note that 

vector length is proportional to f low  velocity hence 

the boundary layer can be visualized. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of total hydrodynamic force as predicted by simulation and as predicted from 

calculation (Calculation based on Cm of 0.068 at and Cd from equations 9 and 10 for the untagged and 

tagged animal, respectively).  
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Supplementary Material Part A – Hydrodynamic Theory 

This supplementary material  is provided as  a point of reference for those interested in the CFD work presented in the main 

paper but not necessarily familiar with the key underlying physics  of flow around the bodies  typical of many highly 

s treamlined marine mammals. More detailed consideration of these key physics  from a  purely fluid mechanical perspective 

can be found in Hoerner (1965) and Marchaj (1988) while Vogel (1994) gives  a detailed consideration of the relevant 

principles in the biological  context. A summary of the key information is given here, in order to illustrate the key 

capabilities that any CFD approach must possess. 

Nomenclature 

a = Acceleration (m/s
2
) 

Cd = Drag coefficient (based on wetted area of animal) 

Cm = Added mass coefficient 

F = Total resistive force (N) 

L = Characteristic length (in this case the length of the body) used to calculate Re (m) 

m = Animal mass (kg) 

Re = Reynolds number based on animal length  

S = Animal wetted area (m
2
) 

u = Velocity (m/s) 

V = Animal displaced volume (m
3
) 

ρ = Density of fluid (kg/m
3
) 

μ = Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) 
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Forces at a Fixed Velocity – Hydrodynamic Drag

Figures 1a-c show an idealized form of a typical marine mammal. In negotiating a path around the body, the speed of the 

fluid varies6 due to i ts shape, giving rise to a variation in pressure around the body. Part of the drag force experienced by 

the body is  due to this pressure variation . The remainder of the drag force is due to the frictional  effect of the fluid passing 

the body. Viscosi ty causes the fluid particles in proximity to the body to be slowed down by the presence of the body’s 

surface, causing a  tangential viscous drag force. The region over which this occurs  is  known as the boundary layer. Ini tially, 

flow in the boundary layer is “laminar”; fluid particles flow parallel to the surface in an ordered fashion, typically over the 

anterior portion of the body. Due to factors  such as  local  flow conditions or surface roughness, this ordered flow becomes 

unstable and decays to a fully turbulent state in a process known as boundary layer transi tion. As illustrated in Figure  1b, 

the boundary layer thickens rapidly, develops fluctuating, chaotic eddies and the viscous drag increases significantly 

compared to its laminar counterpart. The sum of the viscous and pressure drag components is the hydrodynamic drag.7  

The proportion of the body experiencing laminar flow relative to turbulent flow affects the amount of viscous drag 

experienced, whilst pressure drag is  highly sensitive to the point at which the boundary layer separates away from the 

body, forming a  turbulent wake. This wake is  at a  pressure significantly lower than upstream of the body and this  pressure 

di fference results  in a drag force; thus , a body that inhibits  separation minimizes pressure drag. Marine mammals are 

shaped to avoid or delay separation as per Figure 1a. However, abrupt dimension changes  and protrusions typical of ‘bluff’ 

bodied tags can induce highly separated flows, large wakes and high pressure drag. 

On smoothly curved bodies , the relative importance of pressure and viscous drag forces is  governed by how the boundary 

layer responds to the pressure variation induced in the surrounding fluid. Comparison of idealized  streamlined bodies (Figs . 

1a-c) with more bluff bodies (Figs . 2a-c) shows how body shape influences  these forces. In Figure 1a, fluid experiences a 

“favorable pressure gradient” between points 1 and 2; fluid accelerates up the anterior face of the body and i ts static 

pressure reduces until the maximum velocity (minimum pressure) occurs  at the widest point of the body. Between points  2 

and 3, i t experiences an “adverse pressure gradient”; flow decelerates along the posterior face with s tatic pressure 

increasing back to that of the undis turbed fluid at the rearmost point. The rate of pressure increase depends on the 

s teepness of the posterior taper.  

                                                 
6
 To describe hydrodynamic drag,  a common convention is followed, in which the body is considered stationary with oncoming fluid 

moving at a velocity equivalent to swim speed. 

7
 Note that this definition of hydrodynamic drag assumes the body is fully submerged and far from the free surface. In cases where the 

submergence depth is shallower than approximately one body length, there will be an increase in pressure drag associated with  the 

energy required to distort the free surface, commonly known as wave drag. 
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Boundary layer s tabili ty is affected by this pressure variation. The favorable pressure gradient on the anterior face 

s tabilizes the boundary layer, while the adverse pressure gradient over the posterior face causes instability, and hence 

transi tion from laminar to turbulent flow.  In many cases, boundary layer tra nsition on a  smooth body occurs  at the widest 

point (Hoerner 1965).  

Steep posterior tapering can bring fluid to a halt (causing boundary layer separation well ahead of the posterior tip) due to  

the retarding effect of the pressure gradient.  The shorter, more steeply tapering body of Figure 2c creates  a steeper 

adverse pressure gradient than that of Figure 1c; separation occurs closer to the nose, creating a larger wake size and 

much higher pressure drag. Indeed, pressure drag will dominate in highly separated bluff cases while viscous drag is likely 

to be larger on bodies with l ittle or no separation. 

Turbulent flows  can have their benefi ts.  In comparison to i ts laminar counterpart, a turbulent boundary layer carries  more 

fluid momentum, so can overcome an adverse pressure gradient for longer, retarding separation. A useful analogy is the 

flow over a gol f ball ; the dimples force boundary layer transi tion further forward in comparison to a smooth ball. The 

increased viscous drag is more than offset by a reduction in pressure drag from the delayed separation, and results  in total 

drag being reduced.  

The Reynolds Number (Re), a  nondimensional measure of the relationship between viscous and inertial effects within the 

boundary layer indicates whether significant portions of laminar flow are l ikely (equation 1).  

                                                                                                                 𝑅𝑒 =  
𝜌𝑢𝐿

𝜇
                                                                                      (1. ) 

According to data  presented by Hoerner (1965), in terms  of an idealized smooth axisymmetric streamlined body, below Re 

of approximately 1x105 the boundary layer may be predominantly laminar. The proportion of turbulent boundary layer 

increases with Re until, at a value between approximately 5x106 and 1x107, it is likely to be almost enti rely turbulent It is 

important to note, however, that boundary layer transi tion may occur much closer to the nose of a body that possesses 

the imperfections present on a  real animal ( i.e., Fur, vibrissae etc.).  

Reliable boundary layer transition prediction is therefore essential when predicting the drag of the animal body and the 

net drag increase imposed by an ABDL (or ‘’tag’’). An ABDL consti tutes a major surface imperfection, so if located far 

forward enough to be in a na turally laminar portion of the boundary layer i t will certainly force transi tion; the total drag 

increase will be the hydrodynamic drag of the tag plus the associated additional viscous drag due to the increased 

proportion of turbulent boundary layer over the animal  skin/fur/feather/carapace.  Neglecting this additional  viscous  drag 

by assuming a  fully turbulent boundary layer would under-predict the impact of a  tag. For CFD methods  to be reliable, they 

must reliably predict viscous drag and, by extension, boundary layer transition in order to estimate the drag imposed on 
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the s treamlined animal body. They must also provide reasonable pressure drag, and therefore boundary layer separation 

prediction in order to model the drag of the relatively bluff bodied tag.  

Forces Due to Acceleration – Acceleration Reaction Force (based on the discussion given by 

Vogel 1994) 

The preceding discussion has considered the force resisting animal motion only under s teady conditions , those in which 

veloci ty does  not vary with time but does  vary from point to point, for example as the fluid passes around the moving body. 

In reali ty, an animal is likely to be accelerating in one or more degrees  of freedom almost all the time, whether this  be 

during normal swimming (the acceleration and deceleration arising as  a consequence of a ‘kick and glide’ swim pattern), 

during direction changes, prey pursuit episodes and also during predator evasion.  

Consequentially, the ‘s teady flow’ assumption ( i.e., that hydrodynamic drag is  the only force resisting motion) represents a 

signi ficant over-simplification of reality. Indeed during periods of acceleration, hydrodynamic drag consti tutes only one 

component of the total force that resists motion. 

 

                                                           𝑭 =
𝟏

𝟐
𝑪𝒅𝝆𝑺𝒖𝟐   +   𝑪𝒎𝝆𝑽𝒂   +   𝒎𝒂                                 (2.)                     

 

 

 

 

Equation 2 (Vogel 1994) shows that the total resistive force acting on an accelera ting animal (or al ternatively the total 

thrust an animal  must generate at any given time) is  actually the sum of 3 components , the veloci ty dependent 

hydrodynamic drag al ready discussed and two additional acceleration dependent forces ; the added mass force and the 

body mass force – col lectively termed the acceleration reaction force. 

The body mass  force is simply the thrust an animal must generate to accelerate i ts  own body mass forwards  while the 

added mass force arises because, in order for the animal  to accelerate forwards , a  volume of fluid has to be moved, or 

accelerated backwards . This  is often considered as  an extra  mass of fluid, in addition to the mass of the body, which is 

accelerated with the animal , hence the term ‘added mass’. The actual  amount of fluid assumed to be accelerated with the 

Acceleration Reaction Force

n 

Force 

 Total Resistiv e Force 

Hy drody namic 

Drag 

Added Mass 

Force 

Body  Mass 

Force 

Total Hy drody namic 

Force 

Total Resistiv e Force 
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animal  is determined by the added mass coefficient (Cm) which defines  the mass to be added as a proportion of the 

displaced mass of the body. It is important to note that a body will exhibi t a range of Cm values with the actual value 

dependent on the direction of acceleration. Consequentially, a given Cm must be stated along with the direction of body 

motion to which i t relates.  

For some simple 2D and 3D cases (for example ci rcular cylinders , spheres  and spheroids ) analytical solutions  for Cm, based 

on potential flow theory, are available (see Lamb 1932 and Newman 1977). It should be noted that these solutions , by 

defini tion, neglect the effect of boundary layers  and wakes, flow features  present on any real  body. In reality such features  

are likely to have the effect of artificially increasing the effective volume of the body. It is therefore reasonable to suggest 

that for highly s treamlined bodies  with comparatively small wakes, the error in Cm induced by the assumption of potential 

flow may be small since the effective volume is not greatly different from the actual volume. Conversely in the case of a 

more bluff body with a  large wake (and therefore a  much larger effective volume in comparison to the actual volume) this 

error may be much larger. Care must therefore be taken when applying Cm va lues based on potential flow theory. 

In order to make a realistic es timate of tag impact, i t is not enough to consider only the effect of i ts presence on the 

hydrodynamic drag component of the total resistive force. Rather, some effort should be made to p redict its  impact, i f any, 

on the added mass component of the acceleration reaction force as well.  
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Figures 

  

 

Streamlined Body Bluff Body 

1a. 2a. 

2b.  

1c.  2c.  

1b.  

Figures 1a to 2c:  Comparison of f low  around an idealised, smooth streamlined body (Figures 1a – 1c) and an idealised, 

smooth bluff (separating) body (Figures 2a – 2c) show ing: 

1a & 2a: Flow  streamlines around body indicating boundary layer separation points and associated wake size. 

1b & 2b: Boundary layer grow th and transition to turbulence.  Note: Boundary layer thickness exaggerated for clarity.  

1c & 2c: Pressure coefficient, Cp (a normalised measure of pressure variation) around the body surface induced by f luid 

velocity changes.  Note: Negative Cp is conventionally plotted upw ards, thus a dow nward slope indicates increasing 

pressure. 
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Supplementary Material Part B  

Validation of a Simulation Methodology for Predicting the Added Mass Coefficient of an Accelerating Body  

Nomenclature 

a = Acceleration (m/s2) 

A = Ampl itude of s inusoidal velocity oscillation (m/s) 

Cd = Drag Coefficient 

Cm_th = Theoretical added mass coefficient based on potential flow theory 

Cm_sim = Added mass coefficient based on simulation 

f = Frequency of sinusoidal velocity oscillation (Hz) 

F = Tota l  resistive force (N) 

L = Length of spheroid (L) 

V = Tota l volume of displaced water (m3) 

Re = Reynolds Number based on spheroid major axis length L 

gx = Gravi tational acceleration vector in the x-direction (m/s
2
) 

S = Spheroid wetted area (m
2
) 

t = Time (seconds) 

uin = Instantaneous inlet velocity (m/s) 

umean = Mean velocity (m/s) 

u = Velocity in x-direction (m/s) 

v = Velocity in y-direction (m/s) 

w = Velocity in z-direction (m/s) 

x = Cartes ian coordinate axis aligned with the longitudinal axis of spheroid (m)  

y = Cartes ian coordinate axis perpendicular to longitudinal axis of spheroid in vertical direction (m) 
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z = Cartes ian coordinate axis perpendicular to longitudinal axis of spheroid in horizontal direction (m) 

φ = Phase (Radians) Used to define starting velocity during sinusoidal velocity s imulations. 

ρ = Density of water (kg/m3) 

Introduction 

As shown at equation 1, the total resistive force acting on an accelerating body is the sum of three components ; the 

hydrodynamic drag, the added mass force and the body mass force. The body mass force is easily computed from 

Newton’s 2nd Law and the variation of hydrodynamic drag with veloci ty (and therefore Re) can be predicted through a 

series of fixed veloci ty CFD simulations . A considerably more complex simulation methodology is required in order to 

predict the added mass coefficient (Cm) and therefore the added mass force.  

 

 

                                                         𝑭 =
𝟏

𝟐
𝑪𝒅𝝆𝑺𝒖𝟐  +  𝑪𝒎𝝆𝑽𝒂   +   𝒎𝒂                                               (𝟏. ) 

 

 

 

 

 

This  supplementary material details the simulation work conducted in order to develop and validate a  means  by which the 

effects of this force can be captured. The necessary switch to a noninertial frame of reference is implemented via the 

inclusion of an additional body force (per unit volume of fluid), acting in the direction of flow, thereby capturing the 

additional inertial forces arising during body acceleration / deceleration. The method developed does not require the use 

of moving or deforming computational meshes.  

Reference Geometry and Published Cm 

The developed methodology is used to predict the total hydrodynamic force acting on a  prolate spheroid with a  fineness 

ratio of 5 (side and front views  of the spheroid are shown at figure 1 while dimensions of the major and minor axis are 

given at table 1 along with additional  required geometric information).  The prolate spheroid was  selected as  a sui table 

reference case as  it represents  an idealised form of the highly s treamlined bodies  typical  of many marine mammals ; in 

Acceleration Reaction Force
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Force 
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Total Hy drody namic 

Force 
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addition there is a  readily available, widely published analytical solution for Cm. Table 1 shows Cm (as calculated from 

potential flow theory) given by Newman (1977).  

Methodology 

Prediction of Hydrodynamic Drag Component of Total Hydrodynamic Force 

In order to predict the variation in hydrodynamic drag with inlet flow veloci ty (and therefore with Re), a  set of 5 fixed 

veloci ty simulations were conducted as per table 2. Results of the simulations conducted allow the variation observed to 

be expressed in an equation of the form given at equation 2, thereby allowing Cd (and therefore hydrodynamic drag) to be 

predicted for any instantaneous flow velocity. 

                                                                                        𝐶𝑑 = 𝑥𝑅𝑒−𝑦                                                                         (2. )   

 

Prediction of Total Hydrodynamic Force Based on Calculation (Using Cm_th) 

Based on the simulated Cd variation and Cm_th given by Newman (1977) it is possible to calculate, for any given temporal 

veloci ty profile, the expected total  hydrodynamic force acting on the spheroid as  long as the instantaneous  acceleration of 

the flow is also known. 

A sinusoidal variation in inlet veloci ty offers  a convenient means by which to perform these calculations because there is 

an analytical solution which can be used to determine acceleration at any point in the veloci ty cycle. Such an approach also 

offers a  means  by which to check simulation solution s tabili ty when using simulations  to predict the total hydrodynamic 

force (detailed in the following section); i f there is negligible difference in the force predicted at comparable flow speeds 

across multiple sinusoidal oscillations, the simulation is converged and s table.  

Equations 3 and 4 show the expressions used to calculate the expected hydrodynamic drag and added mass force for use in 

equation 1, thereby predicting the total hydrodynamic force based on potential flow theory. 

                                             𝑢 =  𝑢𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜑) + 𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛                                                        (3. ) 

                                           𝑎 =  
𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑡
 = 2𝜋𝑓 [𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜑)]                                                             (4. )   

The maximum and minimum values  of u in applied in the calculations were 3.57 m/s  and 1.785 m/s respectively and veloci ty 

varied sinusoidally about an umean of 2.677 m/s  yielding amplitude A of 0.893 m/s . A phase  𝜑 of 4.172 radians was selected 

in order to ensure calculations s tarted from the minimum velocity occurring across the cycle and a  frequency  𝑓 of 7.783 Hz 

was  selected in order to ensure acceleration was high enough that the added mass force consti tutes  a significant 

proportion of the total hydrodynamic force calculated at peak acceleration. 
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Prediction of Total Hydrodynamic Force Based on Simulation  

In order to predict the total hydrodynamic force by simulation i t is necessary to shift from the inertial  reference frame to a 

noninertial reference frame, thus fully capturing the added mass force. While this could be achieved by modelling the 

spheroid as  an immersed solid which accelerates  through a  body of s tationary fluid, this  approach can be highly 

computationally expensive (requiring techniques  such as overset mesh or moving/sliding mesh) and can also limit the 

accuracy of near-wall flow predictions. Any modelling approach which reduces the reliability of boundary layer behaviour 

prediction is not sui table in cases where accurate hydrodynamic drag and therefore hydrodynamic force prediction is 

required, therefore a  different approach is required. 

It is, however, possible to achieve the required switch of reference frames  while keeping the body s till and accelerating the 

fluid by including an additional body force per unit volume S x within the Navier-Stokes conservation of momentum 

equation in the direction of flow (equation 5.). This  body force is applied to the enti re volume of fluid contained within the 

s imulation domain and therefore implements the inertial effects present in the real case.   

                         𝜌(
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜇 (

𝜕2𝑢 

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2 +
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑧2
) + 𝜌𝑔𝑥 + 𝑆𝑥      (5. ) 

Where: 

                                                                                      𝑆𝑥 = 𝜌𝑎                                                                          (6. )   

Equation 3 is  used to define the simulation inlet veloci ty while equation 4 is used to determine the applied body force 

given by equation 6. The maximum and minimum inlet velocity, 𝑓 and 𝜑 values  used in order to calculate the predicted 

total hydrodynamic force (and detailed in the previous  section) have been applied in simulation work to ensure the total 

hydrodynamic force predicted by simulation can be directly compared to that predicted by calculation. Equation 7 can then 

be used to determine Cm_sim for comparison with Cm_th. 

                                                                           𝐶𝑚_𝑠𝑖𝑚 =
 𝐹−(

1

2
𝐶𝑑𝜌𝑆𝑢2)

𝜌𝑉𝑎
                    (7.) 

Note that F in equation 7 does not include the body mass force term (present in equation 1) as in all simulation work the 

spheroid is a massless void. In this context F is therefore equal to the total hydrodynamic force only. 

Geometry Generation and Meshing 

The spheroid geometry was generated using Solidworks  2014 CAD software. Fully hexahedral  mes hes developed using 

ANSYS ICEM CFD V18 were used throughout s imulation work.  
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Modelling Assumptions 

The spheroid is assumed to be rigid, hydrodynamically smooth and perfectly a ligned with the incident flow.  

Flow around the spheroid is  assumed to be symmetrical  about the x-y plane as  shown at figure 1. As  such, only half of the 

body is  modelled in order to reduce computational expense with a  symmetry boundary condition applied on the x-y plane. 

Al l  results shown therefore relate to the half spheroid. 

Boundary Conditions, Setup and Solver 

Tables 3 and 4 detail the fluid properties and boundary conditions applied respectively.  

The computational domain extended 5 body lengths  upstream, above, below and along the side of the spheroid and 15 

body lengths downstream.   ANSYS CFX V18 was used throughout to solve the discretized RANS equations . All simulations 

applied the SST turbulence model . All simulations  conducted were fully transient and an adaptive time-stepping scheme 

was  applied with parameters set to achieve a residual convergence target of 1 x 10-5 within 5 coefficient loops. 

All simulations  were conducted on a  desktop PC equipped with an Intel  Core i7 – 3820 processor with 64GB RAM. Fixed 

veloci ty simulations  took approximately 12 hours  to solve while the single simulation run using the sinusoidally varying 

inlet velocity took approximately 24 hours to yield around 1 second of s imulated time. 

Results 

Hydrodynamic Drag Variation with Inlet Velocity (Fixed Velocity Simulations)  

Figure 2 shows the va riation in Cd with Re as  predicted by the 5 fixed velocity simulations  detailed at table 2. Cd decreases 

from just over 0.00662 at Re = 2 x 105 to around 0.00576 at Re = 4 x 105, a decrease of around 13%. Equation 8 shows the 

resulting expression which can be used to predict Cd and therefore the hydrodynamic drag component of the total 

hydrodynamic force for any velocity within the simulated range. 

                                                                                    𝐶𝑑 = 0.0764𝑅 𝑒−0.2     (8.) 

Calculated & Simulated Total Hydrodynamic Force 

Figures  3a. to 3c. detail and compare total  hydrodynamic forces  predicted both by calculation and by simulation. Results 

are given for a  0.3 s  time period (just over 2 complete s inusoidal velocity cycles) and show: 

 Figure 3a: Simulated velocity and acceleration profiles as detailed by equations 3 and 4. 
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 Figure 3b: The variation in time of the hydrodynamic drag force (as predicted by equation 8), the calculated total 

hydrodynamic force (based on Cm_th) and the simulated total hydrodynamic force modelled via the inclusion of 

the body force defined at equations 4 and 6.) 

 Figure 3c: The variation in Cm_sim with time as calculated from equation 7. 

Some key observations are: 

 The selected acceleration parameters ha ve resulted in a signi ficant and measurable added mass force. At peak 

acceleration, the hydrodynamic drag constitutes 65% of the total hydrodynamic force predicted by both calculation 

and s imulation meaning the remaining 35% is due to the added mass force. 

 There is very close agreement between calculated and simulated total hydrodynamic forces with a measurable 

di fference only evident when the force approaches i ts  minimum and maximum values. Simulation appears to over -

predict total  hydrodynamic force at the  maximum value by around 2% and under-predict total  hydrodynamic force at 

the minimum value by around 6.4% over respective ca lculated va lues. 

 Cm_sim varies across the velocity cycle because as acceleration tends to zero in equation 7, Cm_sim tends to infinity. 

 Cm_sim appears  to vary very slightly between peak acceleration and peak deceleration with values of 0.063 and 0.065 

respectively, yielding a  mean of approximately 0.064, an increase of around 6.66% over the Cm_th va lue of 0.06. 

Discussion 

Reference to Figure 3b shows that the total hydrodynamic forces  predicted by calculation and simulation agree closely, 

indicating that the method developed and presented here is a  valid and accurate means by which to capture the added 

mass force. 

Cm_sim appears to vary slightly between peak acceleration and peak deceleration but yields an approximate mean (Cm_mean) 

of 0.064. Figure 4 compares the total hydrodynamic force as predicted by calculation (where Cm_th is  applied), by simulation 

and also by calculation when Cm_mean is applied. Close agreement between the original simulated force and the calculated 

force based on Cm_mean indicates that the error induced by the di fference between Cm at peak acceleration and deceleration 

is  l ikely to be small and the assumption of a s ingle Cm equal to Cm_mean i s reasonable in this case.  

Cm_mean is  approximately 6.66% greater than Cm_th (based on potential flow theory). This small over-prediction in Cm is 

expected and can probably be attributed to the larger effective volume of the simulated spheroid over the potential flow 

case due to the presence of both a  boundary layer and a  wake, as indicated at figure 5. 
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Conclusion 

Work presented in this  supplementary material  details the methodology developed in order to predict the added mass 

component of the total hydrodynamic force acting on a body accelerating through a comparatively dense fluid. The 

method developed holds the body stationary and accelerates flow thereby eliminating the complications that arise when 

modelling immersed solids  accelerating through stationary fluid (where high quali ty boundary layer resolution is difficul t or 

indeed impossible to achieve). It is  based on the application of a  sinusoidally varying inlet velocity and the implementation 

of a user defined source term that adds a body force per unit volume to the conservation of momentum equation in the 

direction of motion. Simulation results presented show that this method predicts a total hydrodynamic force that agrees 

closely with that calculated from Cm based on potential flow theory.  Having determined Cm and an expression for Cd as a 

function of Re, the total  hydrodynamic force may now be calculated for any instantaneous veloci ty and acceleration, 

i rrespective of whether they are varying s inusoidally or not. 
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Tables  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Major axis length L. (m) 0.1 

Minor axis length b. (m) 0.02 

Spheroid wetted area (m2) 5.019 x 10-3 
Spheroid displaced volume (m3) 2.09 x 10-5 

Publ ished Cm (from Newman 1977) 0.06 

Simulation 
Number 

Inlet Veloci ty 
(m/s) 

Re 

1 1.785 2.0 x 105 
2 2.231 2.5 x 105 

3 2.677 3.0 x 10
5
 

4 3.124 3.5 x 105 

5 3.570 4.0 x 105 

Ambient temperature (oC) 25 

Water dens i ty (kg/m3) 997 

Water dynamic viscos i ty 
(Pa.s ) 

8.9 x 10
-4 

Inlet 
Uni form inlet veloci ty, va lue 

dependent on s imulation 
1% turbulence intens i ty 

Outlet Average s tatic pressure (0 Pa) 
Spheroid No s l ip smooth wal l  

x-y plane 
intersecting 

spheroid 
Symmetry 

Domain wal ls  Free s l ip wal l  

Table 1: Prolate spheroid geometric data 

Table 2: Details of f ixed velocity simulations 

conducted in order to determine hydrodynamic 

drag variation w ith velocity and Re. 

Table 3: Assumed fluid properties and conditions 

Table 4: Applied boundary conditions 
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Figure 1: Prolate spheroid and applied coordinate axis 

Figure 2: Graph show ing variation of Cd w ith Re based on f ixed velocity simulations 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

Figures 3a. to 3c. show ing:  

Figure 3a: Applied velocity and acceleration. Figure 3b: Predicted hydrodynamic drag force 

and total hydrodynamic force predicted by calculation and simulation. Figure 3c: Added 

mass coeff icient as predicted by simulation (Cm_sim) 
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Figure 4: Comparison of total hydrodynamic force as predicted by simulation, 

calculation based on potential f low  theory and calculation based on Cm_mean. 

Figure 5: Flow  velocity plot on symmetry plane (x-y plane) indicating the thicker portion of 

the boundary layer over the posterior of the spheroid and also the w ake present on any real 

body. 
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